In English:

Project Vocabulary

the children will be developing their story
writing skills, including key grammar and

After finding a strange cookery kit belonging to the

spellings. They will use different sentence

troll, the children set about helping him by finding

types, including expanded noun phrases.

unique solutions to his many problems. They

The children will also have the opportunity

investigate materials and produce innovative

to write instructions for the troll and

creations to fix the trolls bridge and put a window in

letters to inform him of what they have

the treasure chest, and even design and make a boat

designed.

to help him get across the river in the meantime.
Knowing what a hard time the Troll has had, they
finally plan, draft, write and present a new adventure

In Design Technology (D.T.):

to cheer him up and sent it to him via a recorded

Please ensure your child learns
these to encourage them to use
them correctly in school.
Spelling quiz: 2.11.18

sure
clothes
cold
suddenly
gold
hold
experiment

pretty
told
beautiful

video.

the children will be designing and creating
a boat for the Troll to help him get
cooking ingredients from another island.
They will learn to test and evaluate their
boat, making adjustments to improve it.

Learning Value: Creativity


In science:
the children will be completing a range of



different scientific tasks and investigating
what materials are suitable to help the troll
fix his problems.



Think of ideas and solutions that nobody else has
thought about and which reflect their
individuality and uniqueness.
Gain mastery over the tools and materials they
work with so they can produce novel and
innovative ideas and creations that are of value.
Freely generate ideas through making
connections and exploring a range of possibilities.

Key information:
Home Learning is due:

Friday 11th November 2018
Please save up any recyclable
materials in order for your children
to make their boats in school.
Please can these be brought into
school by Monday 15h October

2018

Please see the attached Home Learning which has been written and explained to your child.
We really value the support you show to your child with their home learning in order for them to consolidate their thinking skills and creativity.
The home learning will be acknowledged in class and the children will be creating a bar chart to present the results for the strongest material.

